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MINUTES 

67. MINUTES 

Confirmed: 

(a) the Minutes of the meeting held on 17 January 2003.  
     Document TLC/02/103 – filed with the Minutes 

(b) the Report to Senate from the meeting held on 17 January 2003  
     Document TLC/02/104 – filed with the Minutes 

68. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 

(a) Publication of Information on Quality and Standards in Teaching (Minute 42(e)) 

Considered:  following Senate’s approval of the proposed templates for the 
publication of information on quality and standards in teaching in respect of internal 
review reports and external examiners’ reports: 

(i) at what point and in what format a summary of actions taken in response to 
the recommendations of University Review should be published (cf Cooke 
report, paragraph 12); 

(ii) whether the University wished to publish a commentary at the whole 
institution level on the findings of external examiners’ reports (optional – 
Cooke report, paragraph 12); 

(iii) a statement on the University’s overall approach to the appointment and use 
of external examiners (Cooke report, paragraph 3b); 

(iv) a statement of how the University identifies employer needs and opinions.  
The Cooke report also suggested that HEIs ‘should summarise in programme 
specifications and learning and teaching strategies how they identify needs 
and opinions, and reflect them in the design and delivery of programmes’ 
(Cooke report paragraphs 12 and 44); 

(v) whether to publish in addition information on employers’ views of the 
graduates they had recruited (optional – Cooke report paragraph 45); 

Agreed: 

(i) that the summary of actions taken in response to the University Review 
report be submitted to TLC for approval when the review process was signed 
off.  The summary should take the form of a list and publication should be 
subject to TLC approval; 

(ii) that it was unclear what value would be added by a university-wide 
commentary on external examiners’ reports which focused in detail on issues 
at the programme level.  No such commentary would therefore be provided 
initially although this would be kept under review; 

(iii) that it would be possible to provide access to the detailed information on the 
external examining system in the Teaching and Learning Handbook but that 
this would not be very informative for stake-holders.  A brief summary of the 
main features of the process should therefore be provided;   (Action: BO) 



(iv) that programme specifications already provided scope for departments to 
indicate the general skills acquired by students and any specific requirements 
of employers relevant to the programme, as appropriate.  A university-level 
statement of how employers’ needs and opinions were identified could be 
provided by the Careers Advisory Service;  (Action: BO) 

(v) that it would not be realistic to publish detailed information about employers’ 
opinions of the Durham graduates they employed and that no action be taken 
on this option at this stage; 

(b) Developmental Engagements (Minute 42(c)) 

Reported: that the Developmental Engagement in Environmental Sciences had a 
satisfactory outcome.  The review team was satisfied with the quality and standards 
of the provision but was likely to make recommendations in particular to assure the 
robustness of the annual review process; 

(c) Equal Opportunities in Teaching and Learning (Minute 49) 
Reported:   
(i) that Professor Johnson had been approached by a colleague at the University 

of Leicester who had obtained funding from HEFCE for a project to improve 
provision for disabled students and was seeking possible involvement from 
other universities.  The project was focused on the teaching and learning of 
Archaeology but it was expected that generic resources would be developed 
as well as subject-specific ones; 

(ii) that the Chairman of TLC had encouraged Professor Johnson to explore 
possible involvement in this work; 

(iii) that a meeting was to be arranged with the colleague concerned from 
Leicester.  Dr Watson was also interested in a possible link with her HEFCE-
funded project on the relevance of DUO to disabled students’ learning; 

(iv) that Professor Johnson was developing a consortium project to consider 
issues associated with fieldwork for disabled students; 

(v) that the Chairman and Secretary had met with the Diversity Officer, Mrs 
Dodds and the Acting Registrar to identify specific teaching and learning 
issues in relation to diversity which should be addressed by TLC.  It was their 
view that there were no such teaching and learning issues and that following 
the generic training being provided by the Diversity Officer it was preferable 
to address each student’s situation individually.  This would also help 
departmental staff to take ownership of the issues raised in the context of 
their own subject area; 

(vi) that it was suggested that further staff development in diversity issues could 
be addressed by case studies discussed in workshops and informed by 
frequently-asked-questions arising from academics’ experience of dealing 
with students with disabilities and other matters relevant to diversity; 

Agreed:  that faculty TLCs be asked to provide questions which might form a basis 
for such FAQs and workshops. 

(d) Plagiarism Web Sites (Minute 57) 
Considered: revised regulations to make it a disciplinary offence for a student to 
provide essays or other work to a web-site which promotes plagiarism.  Professor 
Greaves who is an expert on intellectual property rights had been consulted about the 
formulation of these regulations.   
    Document TLC/02/105 – filed with the Minutes 
Noted: that the University would be primarily concerned with the activities of its 
current students for whom disciplinary action was appropriate.  The University would 
expect to take action against a student only where he/she was seeking to use his/her 
academic work to facilitate plagiarism; 

Recommended: that Senate approve the revised regulations. 
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69. REPORT FROM SENATE 

Received: an extract from the minutes of the Senate meeting held on 4 February 2003. 
     Document TLC/02/106 – filed with the Minutes 

70. MATTERS OF REPORT 

(a) Changes to regulations 

Reported:  that the Chairman had taken action to approve the following changes to 
regulations with effect from October 2003: 
(i)  LlB (Law); 
(ii) BA and BSc in Archaeology; 
(iii) BA in Anthropology; Anthropology and Archaeology/Sociology; Arabic with 

Anthropology; Psychology and Anthropology; 
(iv) MChem (including international and industrial routes); 
(v) MSci in Physics, Physics and Astronomy and Theoretical Physics; 
(vi) BA and BSc in Geography, including European Studies routes; 
(vii) BA in Philosophy; Philosophy and Politics/Psychology/Theology; with 

consequential changes to Classical Studies/English Literature and 
Philosophy; Philosophy, Politics and Economics; Chinese/Japanese with 
Philosophy; 

(viii) Foundation Year; 
(ix) BA and BSc in Human Sciences; BSc in Health and Human Sciences; 

Anthropology modules for Combined Honours in Social Sciences; 
(x) BSc in Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, Software Engineering, 

Computer Science (European Studies), Computer Science and Mathematics, 
Ordinary degree in Computer Science (transitional arrangements); 

(xi) withdrawal of the following programmes so that there are no further intakes 
of students: Arabic with Sociology, Arabic with Anthropology; 

(b) Development of PDPs 

 Reported:   
(i) that the pilot scheme for the development of PDPs was being progressed in 

departments and colleges.  A range of models was being considered in the 
departmental pilots to explore different levels of support from academic staff; 

(ii) that the Key Skills Working Group had met in January.  Discussion had 
included consideration of correspondence between the Chairman and 
Professor Sykes of St John’s College and a paper presented on behalf of the 
Heads of Houses.  A joint meeting had then been held of Heads of Houses 
and Senior Tutors Committee to consider college involvement in the pilot 
PDP process.  Collingwood, Hild Bede and John Snow Colleges had 
subsequently agreed to participate in the pilot scheme; 

(iii) that the Key Skills Working Group had reaffirmed its view that PDPs should 
be owned by the students and provide opportunities for them to reflect on 
their individual development in academic and extra-curricular contexts; 

Noted: 
(i) that it was likely that more than one model for the management of PDPs 

would be piloted within the colleges, consistent with the approach being 
taken within the departments involved; 

(ii) that it was possible that students in one department involved in the pilot 
scheme would be unwilling to participate; 

(iii) that departments remained concerned about the likely workload involved. 

(c) TLC Adviser on Examinations and Assessment 

 Reported: that the TLC Adviser on Examinations and Assessment, Dr Gregory-
Smith, was on research leave this term.  Deans or their deputies were therefore asked, 
in consultation with SPA, to deal with issues arising in their respective faculties; 
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(d) TLC Chairman of Validation Panels 

 Reported: that in the absence of Dr Kirkman in connection with a research contract 
the Chairman had asked Dr Peirce to chair validation panels on behalf of TLC. 

71. CHAIRMAN'S BUSINESS 

There was no Chairman’s business. 

72. TLC STRATEGY SUB-COMMITTEE 

Received: the minutes of the meeting held on 10 February 2003;  
     Document TLC/02/107 – filed with the Minutes 
Considered: 
(a) the following issue specifically referred to TLC: 
 Excellence in Teaching Awards (Minute 18) 
 proposals for changes to the title of and guidelines for the awards; 
 Noted: 

(i) that it would be highly desirable to encourage colleagues to consider applying 
for Excellence in Teaching awards during the summer so that they had done 
some of the preparatory work before the request for applications was sent out 
at the start of the Michaelmas Term; 

(ii) that at departmental level students might be encouraged to suggest which 
members of staff they regarded as good teachers.  Heads of Departments 
could also bear in mind typical feedback from student questionnaires; 

(iii) that this might help to ensure that applications from good teachers were not 
constrained by the ability of applicants to articulate a particular teaching 
philosophy; 

(iv) that it might be helpful for potential applicants to be able to talk to previous 
award-holders.  Dr Knights and Dr Gates had been extremely generous with 
their time in advising colleagues but others could also help.  Written 
information about previous applications would also be useful; 

Agreed: 
(i) that previous award-holders be asked whether they would be willing to advise 

new applicants and to produce a brief outline of the teaching which had led to 
the award; 

(ii) that this information be circulated to Heads of Department after Easter with a 
request that they encourage colleagues to apply for the awards; 

(iii) that Heads of Department be asked to discuss possible candidates with the 
Deans/Deputy Deans if this would be helpful; to encourage potential 
applicants to talk to previous award-holders; and to bear in mind students’ 
views of who would be regarded as a good teacher; (Action: BO) 

(b) other issues of concern or interest: 

 Quality Enhancement (see also document 106 and item 73 below) 

 Reported: that Senate had suggested that the University should engage in an 
intellectual debate about what it meant by teaching quality with a view to developing 
a university approach to quality enhancement; 

 Noted: 
(i) that the quality enhancement agenda was built on the assumption that quality 

assurance was now fully embedded in institutional procedures.  It did not 
replace the need for continued effective quality assurance; 

(ii) that if any discipline audit trail was found to be unsatisfactory in the 
Institutional Audit the University would be given a judgement of only limited 
confidence in the assurance of the quality and standards of its teaching; 
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(iii) that there was scope in the TQEC report (see item 73 below) for quality 
enhancement to be addressed more flexibly and creatively than was possible 
with quality assurance and this was a welcome development which should 
stimulate debate and promote ownership at departmental level; 

(iv) that this should include discussion of the definition of quality, how quality is 
measured and what quality means in different subject-contexts; 

(v) that it would be possible to ask faculty TLCs to discuss this, perhaps in the 
context of a paper, but that this would not reflect the more creative approach 
to quality enhancement envisaged by the TQEC; 

(vi) that a more appropriate forum would be to use workshops to consider 
examples and case studies of teaching and learning through which colleagues 
would discuss what they identified as excellence.  This could enable the 
group to extrapolate general principles of quality in teaching and learning 
which would be derived from what colleagues practise or recognise implicitly 
and intuitively rather than from a theoretical model.  It would be interesting 
to compare this with definitions of excellence derived from other approaches; 

Agreed:  that such an approach would be preferable but that in the absence of a Staff 
Development Officer it would have to be postponed until an appointment was made 
or an external facilitator could be identified together with the necessary funding. 

73. QUALITY ENHANCEMENT 

 Received: a summary prepared by the Chairman of the final report of the HEFCE’s Teaching 
Quality Enhancement Committee; Document TLC/02/108 – filed with the Minutes 

 Reported: 
(a) that quality enhancement was a major concern of the White Paper which endorsed the 

TQEC’s recommendation that an overarching Academy be established to support 
quality enhancement; 

(b) that the University had recognised that this was a major area of development in the 
next three years and was giving it priority in its revisions to the Teaching and 
Learning Strategy; 

Considered: how to progress in more detail the implications of the TQEC report; 
Noted: 

(a) that the TQEC report emphasised the potential for the unexpected to emerge within 
quality enhancement in a way which was not possible within quality assurance (see 
also item 72 above); 

(b) that despite this the report required that external examiners be trained both nationally 
through the proposed Academy for the Advancement of Learning and Teaching in 
HE and locally by individual HEIs.  This was also an expectation of the White Paper 
(see item 74 below); 

(c) that at a recent seminar on teaching and learning strategies a HEFCE representative 
had emphasised the importance of integrating teaching and learning strategies with 
those for resources, estates and buildings, IT and HR so that these strategies 
supported the teaching and learning strategy; 

Agreed: 
(a) that quality enhancement in its broadest sense be addressed as discussed in item 72 

above when staff resources permitted; 
(b) that the training of external examiners at the local level be reviewed fully when 

information became available about the training which would be provided nationally.  
A working party should be established to consider this not later than the Michaelmas 
Term 2003. 
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74. THE GOVERNMENT WHITE PAPER 

 Received:  an oral report from the Chairman on how the University was progressing the issues 
raised in the White Paper, ‘The Future of Higher Education’; 

 Reported: 

(a) that Council had established a Working Group before the White Paper was published 
to consider the implications of student funding including fees.  This group would 
continue to meet to consider the specific provisions of the White Paper and to 
monitor the approach being taken by other HEIs;  

(b) that HEFCE had indicated that it was having difficulty devising a teaching funding 
method to take account of variable fee levels.  It was likely that a baseline for the 
funding of teaching would be set within the HEFCE grant assuming the current fee 
level or a slightly higher fee.  This would be expected to fund a threshold standard of 
provision.  If additional fees were charged, HEIs would be expected to demonstrate 
that value had been added to the provision as a result; 

(c) that most universities were apparently considering charging the full additional fee and 
that no university would want to appear ‘cheap’; 

(d) the difficulty of implementing this alongside widening participation which was not 
negotiable; 

(e) that the other teaching and learning issues raised in the White Paper were not new as 
they had already been identified in the context of the new audit-based QAA process; 

(f) that responses were required to the White Paper by the end of April; 

Agreed:  that TLC Strategy Sub-Committee prepare a response on teaching and learning 
issues which would be circulated for comment to members of TLC and Graduate School 
Committee.   

75. VALIDATION SUB-COMMITTEE 

Received: the minutes of the meeting held on 14 February;  
     Document TLC/02/109 – filed with the Minutes 
Considered: 
(a) issues referred specifically to TLC 

- membership (Minute 16) 
- changes to modules (Minute 20 (c)) 
- extension to external examiner appointment (Minute 20 (e)); 

(b) other issues of concern or interest; 

Noted:  that there were issues of concern relating to the management of the Diploma in Crime 
Scene Examination which were being pursued by the Validation Office; 

Agreed: 

(a) that Dr Weste be appointed as the Arts Faculty representative on Validation Sub-
Committee for three years with effect from October 2002; 

(b) that changes to the mode of delivery of a module be recommended by Management 
Committees but require the approval of the Chairman of the Validation Sub-
Committee; 

(c) that the extension of Miss Jasper’s term of office as external examiner at the RAD be 
approved to the end of 2005/6.  

76. ADMISSIONS ADVISORY GROUP 

Received: the minutes of the meeting of AAG held on 20 January 2003; 
     Document TLC/02/110 – filed with the Minutes 
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(a) Considered: the following issue referred specifically to TLC: 
  - criminal record checking (Minute 6); 
 Noted: 

(i) that many recruitment activities were highly supervised; 

(ii) that students would have been asked to declare criminal convictions on their 
UCAS forms.  This was less thorough than a CRB check but the risk that a 
young student would have a criminal record did not appear high.  Colleges 
would be aware of any such declaration on an UCAS form and could take 
this into account when allocating volunteers to open day duties. Departments, 
however, would not have access to such information; 

(iii) that interviewers were particularly vulnerable to accusations of inappropriate 
behaviour.  It was not realistic to require that two members of staff interview 
each student but interviewers could be advised on good practice, such as 
keeping the door open and ensuring that a secretary was in an adjacent office; 

(iv) that it would be important to word carefully any statement in publicity 
material that volunteers had not been checked through the CRB; 

Agreed: that the Admissions Officer be asked to seek legal advice about how the 
level of risk should be handled in the context of CRB guidelines; 

(b) Considered: other issues of concern or interest as follows: 
(i) discussion of the format of the Undergraduate Prospectus (Minute 7a); 
(ii) progress of the Applicant Enquiry Service (Minute 7c); 
(iii) the development of campus tours (Minute 8); 
(iv) analysis of offers including Curriculum 2000 qualifications (Minute 9); 
(v) concerns regarding recruitment and admissions at Queen’s Campus (Minute 

11); 
Noted: 

(i) that the profile by postcode of those enquiring for a prospectus matched the 
profile of students admitted.  This suggested that there was no bias in the 
admissions process but the difficulty remained of persuading more students 
from less advantaged backgrounds to apply; 

(ii) the need to ensure that the Applicant Enquiry Service data is kept up to date 
and that the website is compliant with SENDA guidelines; 

(iii) that two departments in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities had enquired 
about moving to a points-based offer.  However they were proposing so many 
exclusions (key skills, general studies etc) that the use of a points system 
would not affect their recruitment position; 

(iv) that the Undergraduate Prospectus still quoted entry ‘points’ under the 
previous scale; 

Agreed:  that the Admissions Officer be asked to address (ii) and (iv) above. 

77. UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
Reported:  
(a) that at its meeting of 18 November the Science Faculty University Review Panel had 

concluded that the recommendations in the report had in the main been satisfactorily 
addressed and requested the Chairman to take action on outstanding issues; 

(b) that following this further evidence was presented by the course team on the basis of 
which the Chairman signed off the review process; 

Received:  
(a) a copy of the commendations and recommendations of the review report; 
     Document TLC/02/111 – filed with the Minutes 
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(b) the relevant extract from the URP minutes;   
     Document TLC/02/112 – filed with the Minutes 
(c) confirmation from the Dean that the review had been signed off; 
     Document TLC/02/113 – filed with the Minutes 

Considered: the suggestion in the report that TLC consider establishing a standard module 
outline across the University in place of the use of successive change pro formas; 

Noted: 

(a) that the need for a standard module outline had been raised by external subject 
specialists in other University Reviews and had been identified internally as a matter 
of concern.  Previous discussions had regarded as insuperable the cost in staff time 
centrally to amend the database and in departments to provide all the information 
which a standard module outline would require; 

(b) that in the long-term the use of a standard module outline would have significant 
benefits: 
(i) an approved outline would be maintained centrally and would be accessible 

to departments for handbooks and other purposes and to students; 
(ii) there would cease to be a disparity between the module details published 

centrally (in the Faculty Handbooks) and the departmental information 
provided to students; 

(iii) the record in the Faculty Handbooks would conform to best practice by 
recording aims and learning outcomes as well as content and other matters; 

(iv) major changes to modules would be requested by submission of a revised 
outline accompanied by a brief statement of the reasons for the change; 

(c) that the standard module outline would include all the academic information currently 
required when a new module was submitted.  Purely administrative information 
currently included in that pro forma (eg for timetabling) would be excluded and 
would be handled separately within the module approval process; 

(d) that one consequence of such a change would be that Faculty Handbooks could only 
be produced electronically as the length of the module information would increase 
and paper-based publication would be unrealistic.  This would have particular 
implications for Level 1 students who do not obtain their ITS IDs until after 
registration; 

Agreed: 
(a) that this was an important issue which should be sent to faculty TLCs for discussion.  

The views of departments should be sought particularly on the short-term workload 
which would be experienced in departments to implement a new module outline; 

(b) that the University Review of Environmental Sciences be signed off as satisfactorily 
completed. 

78. UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF LINGUISTICS 

Reported: that the University Review of the School of Linguistics and Language was carried 
out on 31 October – 1 November 2002; 

Received:  
(a) a copy of the review report; Document TLC/02/114 – filed with the Minutes 
(b) the information about and conclusions of the review for publication in line with the 

Cooke Report;   Document TLC/02/115 – filed with the Minutes 

Considered: 
(a) revalidation of the undergraduate programmes with effect from October 2003 for a 

period of 6 years;  Document TLC/02/116 – filed with the Minutes 
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(b) publication of the commendations and recommendations; 
(c) publication of the overview paragraph; 
(d) any other issues arising from the report; 

Agreed: that the summary of the report for publication be approved subject to the inclusion of 
a statement in paragraph 7 that the recalibration of level 3 and 4 modules had been 
satisfactorily completed immediately after the review; 

Recommended: that Senate approve the revalidation of the undergraduate programmes for 
six years with effect from October 2003. 

79. APPROVAL OF NEW PROGRAMMES 
Considered: 
(a) a request from the Librarian that in addition to the programme specification he 

receive the ‘departmental statement’ from a department proposing a new degree 
programme.  This was the documentation on which he based his comments on the 
resource implications of the proposal for the Library and he found the departmental 
statement helpful as it included comment from the department concerned on the 
resource implications of the proposal;  

(b) if approved, extending this also to the Director of the ITS who also comments on the 
resource implications of new programme proposals; 

Agreed: that this suggestion be approved and that departmental statements be provided for the 
Librarian and the Director of the ITS with immediate effect. 

80. FUTURE MEETINGS 
 Reported:  

(a) Future Meetings 
 that future meetings of TLC for 2002/03 were scheduled as follows: 

Tuesday 25 March 2:15pm 
Friday 2 May   9:15am 
Monday 9 June  2:15pm 
Monday 7 July  2:15pm 

(b) Away-Day 
that an away-day on teaching and learning strategies, led by Professor Graham Gibbs, 
Open University would be held on 31 March 2003. 

81. ITEMS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION 
(a) Part-Time degrees: monitor recruitment (Minute 153(a), 31 May 2001); 
(b) classification of degrees including a year abroad (Minute 159, 31 May 2001) – review 

in light of experience; 
(c) establish working party on the training of external examiners not later than 

Michaelmas Term 2003 (Minute 73, 25 February 2003). 


